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To all ’whom it may concern: - 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM A. LORENZ, 

a citizen of the United States, residing in 
Hartford, in the county of Hartford and 
State of Connecticut, have invented certain 
new` and useful Improvements in Paper 
Crinkling, of which the following isj a speci 
íìcation. ’ , 

This inventÉon relates to 
by forming longitudinal flutings therein, 
and also _to means for transversely crinkling 
the paper. « “ 

athering paper 

Certain features of the apparatus 'dis- 
closed herein are also disclosed in my co 
Èending application, Serial No. 346,310, filed> 
ecember 20, 1919, in which the web of 

paper is led through devices which flute or.y 
corrugate it longitudinally, aand is then car- v 
ried against a doctorsblade which cross- 
crinkles the corrugated web. ‘ 
Where the web is very wide, difficulty may 

in some cases be encountered in gathering 
it Widthw-ise, since-the tendency is to effect 
a. substantial narrowing of the width of the 

. web, due to forming the flutes’ in the paper, 
and since this fluting is accompanied by a 
drawing of the paper laterally through the 
flute-forming devices Abetween which the web 
is pulled along. This lateral gathering of 
the paper engenders friction, which ̀is aug 
mcnted by the intermeshing arrangement of 
the gathering devices; the friction/‘increas 
ing with the depth of the corrugations, with 
consequent liability of weakening and rup 
ture of the web. „ 
To reduce the dilliculty from this source 

to a low or negligible point, the web, accord 
ing to the preferred manner of practicing 
the present invention, is first folded longi 
tudinally, thus reducing its width to about 
`one-half of the original width, and then the 
double-ply web is readily corrugated . and 
crinkled. The invention, however, is not` 
limited to a double-ply web, as the web may, 
if desired, be fan-folded into a triple ply; or 
it may be made four ply in some cases. By 
folding the web, its width is reduced sum 
ciently to reduce the friction by half or~ 
more, and hence to enable it to be drawn in, 
-to the required lateral gathers with little orí` 
no difficulty. Moreover the resistanceof the 
>paper to being ruptured at the lateral gat  
ering operation is doubled, since the fric 
tion for the two-ply or other fan-folded web 
is no greater, as it is being gathered later» 

9, 1920. Serial No. 429,317. 

ally 'through the corrugated ‘intermeshing 
guides, than would be the case witha single _ 
ply; but the doubled plies offer twice the re 
sistance to rupture, liability to which may 
hence lbe eliminated. > v ' titl 

Preferably the two-pl web is formed by ' 
making two longitudina folds in the orig 
inal web, so that the edges lie along the 
central line ofthe folded web, This ‘folding 
may be done by a former similar to that 
usually employed for folding a web prepar 
atory .to manufacturing bags therefrom. 
The edges may meet at _the center of the 
folded web, or they may be made to overlap; 
but preferably they do not quitev meet, a 
small space being left between them, as il 
lustrated in the drawings. 
Another feature of the invention relates to 

means for improving the quality andv ap 
pearance of the .corrugations in the web. 
rl‘his is done by passing the web between' ini- 
proved corrugating rolls in which the cor~ 
rugations are formed in wavy lines, so that 
the corrugations in the finished web are cor 
respondingly wavy. 'So far as this Vorna 
mental effect is concerned, the corru ated 
web may be regarded as a new artic e of 
commerce, Whether or not it is also subse 
quently cross-crinkled. rl‘he wavy corruga-` 
tions may also be produced in single-ply 
paper when desired. ' 

lfn said co-pending application, _the crinh 
ling is performed by means of a,v doctor 
blade, which has a scalloped edge to fit in the 
corrugations _in the cylinder `around which 
th 
by? being crushed against the doctor-blade. 
According to the resent invention, the doo 
tor-blade is causedì'to reciprocate endwise to 
and fro across the surface of thepcorrugat 
ing cylinder, so as to accommodate the wavy 
configuration of the grooves in the surface 
of the cylinder; the ,doctor-blade having 
tongues, scallops or corrugations which lit 
or’ project into said grooves.v The. cmrikled 
paper produced b this method 1s highly 
ornamental, and t is feature ofthe inven» 
tion may apply to ,single-'ply paper as well 
as to superposed plies or to folded webs. 

-llt will be understood that two or_ more 
superposed plies of paper may be dellvered 
from separate supply rolls to the ïmachme, 
»and corrugated simultaneously, and also 
crinkled, and that the Vsame advantage will 
be gained as' to reduction of liability >of rup 
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web is carried, so that the web is crinkled . 
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Vture atî'Éthe corrugating voperation ~as is 
gained in the case of a folded web; while a 
substantial reduction in cost is eífected by 
'operatin on several _webs at once. 

It wil? also be understood that after the 
folded web is corrugated and cringled, it 
may be opened out to its full width, either 
before or after it has been severed trans 
versely into sheets; the full-width sheet be 
ing substantially the same as it would have 
beenif it had been passed unfolded through 
ay wider machine. 
Other features and advantages will here 

'inafter appear. _ 
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In the accompanying drawings, 
Figure 1 is a plan of a machine embody 

ing the present invention in one form. 
l Figure 2 is a sectional side elevation taken 
at about the line 2_2 _of Figure 1. 

Figure 31is a plan showing the two-ply 
web gathered laterally by means of a guide 
device having sets of converging grooves 
and bars.~ ' ' 

The web 10 vis led from a supply roll 11, 
which is retarded by a weighted friction 
lstrap 12. The web passes‘up over an intro 
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ductory roll 13, and then downwardly and 
forwardly beneath aV folder comprising an 
inclined apron portion 14. The sldes of the 
apron~ converge to constitute a former for 
the web, whose edges are turned over the 
apron. There is a horizontal extension at 
15 to forma tongue portion which is a con 
tinua-tion of the folder or apron. The fold 
ing ofthe sides of the web over the former 

- is aided by guide-rgJlls> 16, which are ar 
ranged at the angle etween the apron and 
the ton ue.` «The apron and tongue are sup 
orted y a bracket 17, hung from a cross 
ar 18 of the framework. There~ are also 
rovided guide-fingers 19, beneath which 

t e Vfolding web passes, whereby the web is 
held down’uponthe former. Preferably a 

'- ’space 20 is'left between the adjacent edges 
45 
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of the folded web. ' An 'other' suitable form 
of folding'device may used, and the web 
may be otherwise folded into the desired 
number-of plies. _ ' ' 

From thev former the folded web passes 
between power-driven pressing and drawing 
rolls >21 andv 22,; roll 21 being preferably 
spring-pressed and adjustable. After leav 
ing these rolls, the. paper vmay >pass over-a 
#wetting or moistening device,` which may 

55 be of any suitable form; as for example, a 
sprayl pipe' 23 directing a jet of water 
against the upper side ofthe paper; the jet 
being confined by a hood 24 provided. withl 
va drain pipe 25, The water or steam is sup 
plied througli a pipe 26. A duplicate spray 

'» ing device 24“, Figure 3, may-be provided 

„5, 

at a subsequent point, _for moistening the top 
ofthe two-ply web; and it may resemble the 
mäsetämng device already described, but in 
ve . . . ~ - , 
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The paper may then pass under a stram 
ing bar 27, and over a roll 28, having corru 
gations 29 in its periphery, for co-operation 
with corrugations 30 in a roll 3l, to press 
corrugations into» the wet web.~ 

If the paper be not too heavily sized, it 
willreadily. absorb water, and be suíliciently 
dampened and softened to renderit slightly . 
stretchable, so that the corrugations may be 
effectively”1'olled and pressed therein with 
out rupturing the paper. It will be under 
stood' that, if desired, in some cases, the 
preliminary step may' be taken of gather 
ing the web laterally into corrugations 0r 
pleats, by means of a converging set of ta- . 
pering intermeshing bars or fingers, as il 
ustrated at 31“, Figure 3, and disclosed in 
said application; whereupon the gathered 
paper may be presented to> rolls, for rolling 
0r pressing the corrugations into the paper. 
It will be further understood that in either 
case the extent to which the web must yield, 
stretch,_flow or slip laterally, is reduced one 
half because of> the folded condition of the 
web, thereby securing the advantages al 
ready explalned. 
The roll 31 is the main cylinder of the 

machine, and is provided >with a gear iln mesh with pinion 33, connected to a pul 
e 

e'gear 32 also meshes with apgear 36 lcon 
nected to the corrugating roll 28; said gear 
36 being connected by an idleò gear 37 with' 
a pinion 38 on theerell y22, said pinion 38 
meshing with a pinion 39 on roll 21. 

As'will be seen at Figure 1, the corrugaf‘ 
-tions 30 on the main cylinder 31 are pref~ 

' erably of wavy form, and the corrugations 
29 on the roll 28 correspond therewith, so 
that wavy corrugations 40 are formed in 105' 
the superposed plies of web. 
There may be also provided, at the de 

livery side of the main cylinder 31, a roll 
41 having wavy corrugations 42 to co-oper 

75 

34, over which runs a driving belt 35. 95 
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ate with the cylinder 31 in pressing the cor- lm 
>ruga-tions into the web, and to aid in carry 
ing the web around cylinder 31 and crush 
it against a crinkling and stripping doctor-` 
blade 43, which extends down from a trans 
verse bar or carrier 44; the paper in its 115 
crankledl condition being u shown at `45 
stripped from the> cylinder, and passing 
from the machine-over ~a delivery belt 46. ‘ 

It will bel understood that the corruga 
tions in the three rolls 28, 31, 41 correspond' 
in their undulations,^s'o that the paper is> 
properly corrugated _with the wave-like cor-y 
rugations; while the doctor-blade carrier 44 
is caused toreciprocate automatically in a 
manner 4to agree with the u'ndulatory course 
of the corrugations in the main cylinder 31„ 
so that-_the scallops 47 in the blade follow ' 
the ‘grooves of the cylinder; This recipro 
cation of the blade is 'effected by means of a 

120 

30 y roll 48l running in a peripheral' cam 49 l _ 
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formed upon a cylinder 50 fixed to the cylin 
der 31, and having a wavy form to corre 
spend with the undulations of the corruga' 
tions in the main cylinder 31, so that the 
blade 'is timed to move bac'k and forth in 
coincidencewith thel corrugations as the 
cylinder revolves. The doctor-blade may be 
omitted where it is not desired to _crinkle 
the paper. . 
While the invention as above described is 

' adapted for corrugatng and crinkling wide 
webs, still it will be understood that a nar 

» row web may be likewise folded and corru 

15 
gated and crinkled. Either the wide or ’n_ar 
row web may remain'in its folded conditlon 
_for subsequent operation thereof to form the 
„folded web into bags, etc. `0r the 'corru 
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gated or crinlrledvweb may be slit longitudi 
nally at 'its fold or folds, to make aplural 
ity of webs, prior to being cut into sheets or 
otherwise utilized. , ' 

`Variations may be resorted to within' the 
scope of theinvention, and portions of the 
improvements may be used without others. 
Having thus “described my invention, I 

claim : \ 
1. The combination of means for moisten-v 

ing a web of paper, and a pair of rolls hav 
ingtcorrugations to co-operate to form longi 
tudinal flutings or corrugatlons 1n the web, 

y the corrugations in the rolls having wave 

to 

like configuration. p 
2. rl‘he combination of means for meisten 

ing a web of paper, ̀ a pair of rolls having 
corrugations toco-operate to form longitudi 
nal fiutings or 'corrugations in the’web, the 
corrugations in the rolls having wave-like 
configuration, and a doctor-blade against 
which the corru ated paper isearried to ef 
fect cross-crinklmg of the web. 

' 3. The' combination of means for moisten 
ing a web-.of paper, Va pair of rolls having 
corrugations to co-operate to form longi 
tudinal flutings or corrugations in the web, 
the corrugations in the rolls havng wave- - 

c, like configuration, a doctor-blade against 
which the corrugated paper is carried to ef 
feet cross-crinkling of the web., said doctor 
blade having scallops or pro]ections to ex 
tend into the grooves in one of the rolls, 
and means for reciprocating the doctor 

 .blade to correspond with the undulatory 

tu 
configuration of the corruga-tions in the roll.»Í 

4. Themethod of longitudinally corru 
gating- a web, comprising folding >the web 
to vreduce its width, and corrugating it», 
while in folded form. 

5. The method of corrr’igatingfand curink-Ji 
ling a paper web, comprising vfoldingr the 
web to reduce its width, corrugating it longi 
tudlnally „while folded, and crinkling it 

` , while folded. . 

65 

,_ 6. yThe method of longitudinally corrugat 
inga’yweb, comprising folding the web to re 
duce its w1dth,°then gathering it laterally 

and then' corrugating it, while in " folded 
form. p _ f ' . 

7. The method of longitudinally corru- ’ 
gating a web, comprisingl folding the web 
to reduce its width, then gathering it lateral 
ly and then corrugating it, while in folded 
form, and crinkling it while folded. l 

8. The herein-described method, compris 
ing wetting superposed fiat webs, and cor 
vrugating them longitudinally by gripping 
the fiat webs in a manner to slightly stre-tch 
them laterally in the operation of impress 
ing the corrugations therein. 

9. The herein-described method, compris 
ing wetting the several plies of superposed 
Webs, corrugating them longitudinally, and 
orinkling them transversely. 

10. The herein-described method, com 
prising folding a web longitudinally, wet 
ting the superposed vplies of web, and corru 
gating the web longitudinally. , 

'11. The herein-described method, com 
prising folding a web longitudinally, Wet 
ting ¿he upper and lower plies, and corru 
gatinu the plies longitudinally.' 

12. The herein-described method, com 
prising folding a web longitudinally, wet 

f\`ting the upper and lower plies. corrugating 
`the plies longltudinally. and crinliling them’7 
transversely. . ` A 

13. The herein-described method, compris~ 
ing folding over the side edges of a web to 
reduce its width about one-half, and corru 
gating the webY longitudinally. 

‘ 14. The herein-described method, compris 
ing folding over the side edges of a web to 
reducev its width about one-half, corrugating 
the web longitudinally, and crinkling it 
transversely. . A ` t f 

15. The herein-described method, compris 
ing folding a web longitudinally, wetting 
the superposed plies of web, gathering the' 
web laterally, and then crinkling or gather 
.ing the web longitudinally.  l 

16. The combination with means for cor 
rugating a web longitudinally, of means for 
feeding superposed plies of paper webs to 
said‘corrugating means, whereby the super 
posed plies are corrugated simultaneously. 

17. The `combination with corrugating 
means, of means for feeding superposed plies 
of paper webs to said corrugating means, 
whereby the superposed plies are corrugated> 
simultaneously, and‘means for transversely 
crinlrling the superposed corrugated plies 
simultaneously. i Y 

"18. The combination with corrugating 
means,` of means for’moisteni'ng the super 
posed plies, and means ßfor feeding super 
posed plies of paper webs to ̀ said corrugating 
means, whereby the superposed plies are cor 
rugated simultaneously. 

19. The combination of means foiE fold 
ing a web longitudinally,y and means for 
corrugating the web longitudinally. _ 
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20. The combination of means for fold 
ing a web longitudinally, means for corru~ 

- gating the web longitudinally, and means 

15 
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for transversely crinkling the corrugated 
folded Web. ' 5 _ 

21. The combination of means for fold 
ing a web longitudinally, nieans for -moisten~ 
ing the folded web, and means for corru 
gating the web longitudinally.` . " ' 

_ 22. The combination of means for carry- 

which the web is led from the supplyroll, 
and whereby it is folded over at its sides 
to reduce the width of the web, means for 
moistening the folded web, means for cor 
rugating the moistened web, and means for 
crinkling the corrugated folded web.ì _ 

23. A pair of cylinders for corrugating 
paper, said cylinders having mesh‘iilig cor 
rng'ations which extend in`wave-likc lilies 
around the periplieries olf the cylinders, and 

' a doctor-blade to co-operateavith one of 
' - said cylinders. ' 
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24. A pair ol' cylinders foreorrngating 
paper, said cylinders having meshing cor 
rugations which extend in wave-like lines 
around the peripheries of the cylinders, a 
doctor-blade to cci-operate with one of said 
cylinders, and a roll to press the paper 
against one of the cylinders, to aid in carry 
ing it to the doetoikblade. 

25. A pair of cylinders Jfor eorrngating 
~ paper, said cylinders having meshing cor` 

4.0 

rugations which extend in'waveêlike linés 
around the peripheries of the cylinders, a 
doctor-blade to co-operate with one of said 
cylinders, and a roll to press the paper 
against one of the cylinders, to aid in carry 
ing it to the doctor-blade, said roll having 
Wave-like corrugations to mesh with-those 
in said cylinder. ~ 

26. The combination of a. oylinder‘having 
corrugations__wl1ich extend in wavy lines 
around its periphery, a doctor-blade for said 
cylinder, 'said doctor-blade having tongues 
or scallops to project into the eorrugations 
in the cylinder, and power-driven means to 

mg a supply roll of paper, a forn'ierfover 
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reciprocate the blade endwise to enable' its 
scallops to follow1 the corrugations in the 
cylinder. .. y 

27. The coinlèjn'ation of a cylinder hav 
ing corrngationswhich extend in wavy lines 
around its periphery, and a doctor-blade 

50 

lfor said cylinder, said doctor-blade having 
tongues or scallops to project into the cor- 55 
rugations in the cylinder, said blade beingA 
reeiprocable endwise to follow the corruga~A 
tions in the cylinder. 

2S. rl‘he combination of a cylinder having 
corrugations which extend in wavy lines 60 
around its periphery, a doctor-blade for said 
cylinder, said doctor-blade havingtongues 
or scallops;~ to project into the corrugations 
in the cylinder, a cani connected to said cyl 
inder' to revolve therewith, and means. col@- 05 
nccting said blade to said cam to be recipro 
cated thereby. \ ’ 

29. The combination of means to inoisten 
a web, means including :1_-corrugated cylin 
der to form longitudinal corrugations in said 70 
web, the 'corrugations in said cylinder ex 
tending in wavy'lines around itsperiphery, 
a doctor-bladeto co-operate with said cyl 
inder, said doctor-blade having scallopsv or 
tongues to extend into the grooves‘fin t-lie 75 
cylinder, a cam connected to said cylinder, ' 
and means connecting said blade to said eain 
to be reciprocated thereby as the cylinder 
revolves. Ä ' ' 

30. The combination of a device for fold- 8 
ing a web longitudinally, means for gather 
ing thef- folded Web'laterally, and means for 
t lansversely crinkling the- gathered web. 

31. Thecombination l`of means for fold 
ing a web longitudinally, means for moisten- 85 
ing the web, means for gathering the folded . 
web laterally, and »means for transversely 
crinklin the gathered web. _ 

.32. T ie combination of means for folding 
a. web longitudinally, means for gathering 90 
the folded web laterally, means for rollin 
longitudinal corrugations 1n the web, an ’ 
means for crinkling the corrugated web. ' 

'  ÑVILLIAM _A. LORENZ. 
r. 


